Delineation of Ia:nominal antigen complementary determinants recognized by T cells in studies of gene complementation in response to insulin.
The immune response to beef insulin in mice is controlled by genes in the IA subregion. We have previously shown that B6.C-H-2bm12 (bm12) mice, an A beta gene mutation of B6, have a selective loss of responsiveness to beef insulin, whereas other IAb controlled responses such as (TG)AL and collagen are unchanged. F1 hybrid mice between two nonresponder genotypes Ik and Ibm12 were found to be good responders to beef insulin suggesting functional complementation. In this report, we define the cellular and molecular basis of this complementation by investigating the determinants on Ia molecules and nominal antigen that are recognized by (B10.A X bm12)F1 proliferating T cells. Genetic analyses demonstrated that the Ik region was the only nonresponder genotype that complemented Ibm12, thus restoring responsiveness to beef insulin. More precisely an IAk and not an IEk gene product was found to be responsible for this complementation. Antibody blocking studies furthermore showed that the A alpha b:A beta k hybrid Ia mediated the response to beef insulin in (B10.A X bm12)F1 mice. Clonal analyses of the response to beef insulin in these F1 mice confirmed these conclusions, because the insulin-specific response in all 21 F1-T cell clones studied thus far was found to be dependent upon presentation via the A alpha b:A beta k hybrid Ia molecule. Dissection of the antigenic specificity of the F1-T cell clones demonstrated recognition of at least two insulin determinants, one A-loop (A8-A10) associated and the other non-loop (A4 or B chain) associated. Therefore these studies identify the molecular and antigenic basis of the Ir gene complementation seen in the response to beef insulin of (B10.A X bm12)F1 hybrids.